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It has been observed that the variances in reconstructed images from stationary noisy projection
data by fan-beam filtered backprojection �fFBP� algorithm with ramp in the filtering step and linear
interpolation in the backprojection step are nonuniform across the field-of-view. This is believed to
be caused by the distance-dependent 1 /L2 factor in the fFBP reconstruction formula. Shift-variant
filtration approach in the filtering step has been investigated to address the nonuniform noise
propagation problem in fFBP. In this work, we present an alternative solution by the use of spatially
variant weighting, instead of spatially invariant interpolation, in the backprojection step, while
maintaining the homogeneous ramp filtering. Both theoretically predicted and empirically deter-
mined results concur and demonstrate the effectiveness of the presented alternative
solution. © 2005 American Association of Physicists in Medicine. �DOI: 10.1118/1.2064807�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most modern computed tomography �CT� scanners employ
fan-beam collimation for rapid acquisition of projection data
and filtered backprojection �FBP� algorithm for efficient re-
construction of large volume images.1 It has been observed2

that fan-beam FBP �fFBP� reconstruction of stationary noisy
projection data using ramp in the filtering step and linear
interpolation in the backprojection step results in a signifi-
cant nonuniform noise distribution across the field of view
�FOV�. The altered noise property from data to image would
have an impact on clinical assessment,3 especially for quan-
titative regional analysis across the FOV. The observed non-
uniform noise distribution in the reconstructed image from
stationary noisy data is believed to be caused by the
distance-dependent 1 /L2 factor in the fFBP reconstruction
formula.3–5 Pan et al.6 proposed a solution by a shift-variant
means in the filtering step, while retaining the use of spa-
tially invariant linear interpolation in the backprojection step
in the fFBP image reconstruction. In this paper, we present
an alternative solution which uses spatially variant weighting
rather than spatially invariant interpolation in the backprojec-
tion step, while retaining the use of the homogeneous ramp
in the filtering step. This alternative solution is effective to
retain a uniform noise distribution in the fFBP reconstructed

images from stationary noisy data.
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II. REVIEW OF fFBP RECONSTRUCTION
ALGORITHM AND VARIANCE CALCULATION
FORMULA

A typical fFBP algorithm for reconstructing an image
f�x ,y� from its fan-beam sinogram p�� ,�� is given by1

f�x,y� =
1

2
�

0

2�

d�
D

L2�
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d� cos � p��,��
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where D denotes the focal length �see Fig. 1�a��, 2�max is the
maximum fan angle, h is the ramp filter defined by

h��� = �
−�

�

���ej2���d� , �2�

and L and �� are determined by the image-space coordinates
�x ,y� and the projection angle �, which are given by

L�x,y,�� = �D2 + x2 + y2 + 2D�x sin � − y cos ���1/2, �3�

���x,y,�� = arctan� x cos � + y sin � � . �4�
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In practice, the fFBP algorithm is implemented in discrete
form. Let ��=�max/ �I+1� and �i= i��, where I+1 is the
number of detector bins at each projection view and i=
−I /2, −I /2+1,…, I /2−1, I /2. For presentation purpose, I is
assumed to be an even integer. A similar result can be readily
derived for I being an odd integer.6 Let ��=2� / �N+1� and
�n=n��, where N+1 is the number of projection views over
2� rotation and n=0,1 ,… ,N, then the samples of the fan-
beam sinogram can be denoted as p��i ,�n�. Using linear
interpolation in the fFBP algorithm, the reconstructed image
f�x ,y� can be expressed as6

f�x,y� =
��

2 	
n=0

N
D

L2�x,y,�n�
��1 − ��p̄��k,�n�

+ �p̄��k+1,�n�� , �5�

where k takes the largest integer and is smaller than
���x ,y ,�n� /��. Notation �=���x ,y ,�n� /��−k, and
p��k ,�n� denotes the filtered discrete fan-beam sinogram,
which is given by

p̄��k,�n� = �� 	
i=−I/2

I/2

cos �ip��i,�n�G�k,i� �6�

and G is the filtration matrix, whose elements are defined as

G�k,i� = � �k − �i

sin��k − �i�
�2

h��k − �i� . �7�

By the linear interpolation in the backprojection step, it has
been shown6 that if the noise in the projection data is as-
sumed to be uncorrelated and stationary, the variance of the
fFBP reconstructed image f�x ,y� can be computed, without

FIG. 1. �a� Coordinates and fan-beam geometry in CT. �b� Illustration of an
area weighting example in fFBP algorithm at square pixel �x ,y�. The dotted
lines indicate the detector element spacing.
image reconstruction, by
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Var
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where q0 is a constant indicating the noise level. Pan et al.6

observed that Eq. �8� reflects a nonuniform variance distri-
bution across the FOV and this is believed due to the 1/L2

term in the fFBP of Eq. �5�.3–5 A solution was given by the
use of shift-variant filtering in the frequency space to address
the non-uniform variance distribution.6 An alternative solu-
tion by the use of spatially-variant weighting in the image
domain is explored below.

III. METHOD

The cause of 1 /L2 term in the fFBP algorithm is related to
the distance from the x-ray source to the concerned image
pixel, see Eq. �3� and Fig. 1�a�. At different distances, differ-
ent samplings by the x-ray source/detector configuration oc-
cur. Under the assumption that the intrapixel density is uni-
form, the intersecting area between the fan-beam rays/strips
and the pixels reflects accurately the distance-dependent
sampling �see Fig. 1�b�, where an example is shown with
three projection rays passing through a square pixel�. This
spatially variant area weighting in the image domain can be
thought as an alternative solution to the shift-variant filtering
in the frequency space. By the spatially variant area weight-
ing in the backprojection step, the fFBP reconstructed image
f�x ,y� can be expressed as

f�x,y� =
��

2 	
n=0

N
D

L2�x,y,�n�� 	
k=m�

m�

Skp̄��k,�n�� , �9�

where m� is the lowest bin and m� is the highest bin that pass
through pixel �x ,y� for a particular view, and Sk is the inter-
secting strip area of ray k and pixel �x ,y�. The variance of
the reconstructed image f�x ,y� by the area weighting can be
computed, under the same assumption on the noise, by

Var
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. �10�

The difference between Eqs. �8� and �10� is the interpola-
tion term. The linear interpolation in Eq. �8� is spatially in-
variant, while the area weighting in Eq. �10� is spatially vari-
ant depending on the distance L from the x-ray source to the
concerned pixel. The method to calculate the intersecting
areas of square pixels in fan-beam geometry is described in
the Appendix . To illustrate the relationship between the in-
tersecting pixel area and the distance from the x-ray source

to the concerned pixel, we selected a projection at view angle
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� /4 as an example. The central ray of the fan-beam projec-
tion went through the diameter of a disk phantom which was
discretized as a square array in the Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem �x ,y� of Fig. 1�a�. The disk had a diameter size of 256
pixel units �pixel side size of 1 mm�. The focal length D was
220 pixel units �or 22 cm� and each detector bin arc size was
1.66 mm. A fan strip was made, given the bin size and the
x-ray location. All the pixels on the central ray were consid-
ered to calculate the relationship between the intersected
pixel area and the distance L, as shown by Fig. 2. A spatially
variant dependence of the intersecting area on the distance L
is observed.

IV. RESULTS

First, a low contrast Shepp-Logan head phantom1 of
256�256 pixel array size �pixel side size of 1 mm� was
generated to test the implementation of the fFBP reconstruc-

FIG. 2. A typical relationship between the interacting area of pixels along
the central ray of a fan-beam projection and distance of a concerned pixel
from the x-ray source.
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tion algorithm. Projections were simulated in fan-beam ge-
ometry, where each projection or line integral value along a
ray through the phantom was computed based on the known
densities and intersection lengths of the ray with the geomet-
ric shapes of the objects in the phantom. The focal length D
was 600 pixels �or 60 cm�. A total of 512 fan-beam projec-
tions were sampled evenly on a 2� rotation by a circular
orbit with a distance from the detector to x-ray source of 100
cm. Each view had 513 bins of equal arc distance �i.e., an
equal angular sampling with bin arc size of 0.9746 mm�. The
fFBP reconstructed images using both linear interpolation
and area weighting in the backprojection step are shown in
Fig. 3 for noise-free case. There is no visual difference be-
tween these two images. Both spatially invariant linear inter-
polation and spatially variant area weighting can provide ac-
curate fFBP reconstruction of the phantom image density
distribution in noise-free case, as expected. An accurate
fFBP implementation is confirmed.

Then, a disk phantom was used to repeat the above-
mentioned data simulation procedures. The disk had a diam-
eter of 256 pixel units �the same physical size of 1 mm as
mentioned earlier�. The focal length D was 220 pixel units
�or 22 cm� and the maximum fan angle 2�max was 0.68�.
The sinogram was simulated with 512 views over a 2� ro-
tation and each view had 513 bins of equal angular sampling
�with bin arc size of 1.66 mm�. Figures 4�a� and 4�b� show
the variance images predicted theoretically by the linear in-
terpolation of Eq. �8� and the area weighting of Eq. �10�,
respectively. A high nonuniformity is seen in Fig. 4�a�, con-
curring with the observations in Refs. 2 and 6. A relatively
uniform variance is observed in Fig. 4�b�. Their difference
can be appreciated by inspecting their horizontal profiles
through the center of the variance images, see Fig. 5�a�. The

FIG. 3. �a� The fFBP reconstructed image of the Shepp-
Logan head phantom by linear interpolation in the
backprojection step. �b� The reconstructed image of the
Shepp-Logan head phantom by area weighting in the
backprojection step. �c� and �d� The horizontal profiles
through the reconstructed images at the indicated loca-
tions in �a� and �b�, respectively. The solid line indicates
the true phantom values; the dotted line is the result of
the fFBP reconstructed images. Aliasing effect is seen,
although at slightly different levels for these two inter-
polations, due to pixel discretization.
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spatially variant area weighting retained the assumed noise
property, while the spatially invariant linear interpolation al-
tered the noise property.

To verify the above-mentioned theoretically predicted re-
sults, we empirically determined their corresponding vari-
ances by multiple noisy realizations. From the simulated
noise-free sinogram, 800 noisy realizations were generated
by adding a stationary Gaussian noise �under the noise as-
sumption above� with a standard deviation that is 0.4% of the
maximum value of the sinogram. Using these 800 sets of
noisy sinograms, we first reconstructed 800 images by the
fFBP algorithm with the linear interpolation and area weight-
ing, respectively, and then computed their variance images
from their corresponding 800 reconstructed images. Figures
4�c� and 4�d� show the obtained variance images and Fig.
5�b� shows their horizontal profiles. These results agree with
the above-noted theoretical predictions.

An alternative method to reconstruct the fan-beam geom-
etry CT image can be a rebinning strategy, where parallel-
beam sinogram is estimated from the fan-beam sinogram by
interpolation and the CT image is then reconstructed by us-

FIG. 4. The first row shows the theoretically predicted variance images from
Eq. �8� of linear interpolation �a� and Eq. �10� of area weighting �b�. The
second row shows the empirically determined variance images from 800
noisy realizations, where �c� is the result from the linear interpolation fFBP
reconstruction and �d� is the result from the area weighting fFBP
reconstruction.
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ing parallel-beam FBP �pFBP� algorithm. In this paper, we
compared our presented method with the rebinning pFBP
strategy. From the above 800 sets of noisy fan-beam sino-
grams of the uniform disk phantom, their corresponding
parallel-beam sinograms were estimated by bilinear interpo-
lation and 800 images were reconstructed by pFBP algo-
rithm. The empirical variance image was calculated from the
rebinning pFBP reconstructions and the horizontal profile
through the center of the variance image is shown in Fig.
5�b� by the dashed-dotted �or lowest� line. From Fig. 5�b�, it
can be observed that the variance obtained by the rebinning
pFBP algorithm is relatively uniform and lower than the re-
sults of the fFBP algorithm with both linear interpolation and
area weighting, because of the bilinear interpolation in the
rebinning. However, the variance of the rebinning pFBP re-
construction shows noticeable ripples in the FOV center,
concurring with the result in Ref. 6. Furthermore, the inter-
polation in the rebinning process is expected to sacrifice the
resolution.6

To quantitatively compare the resolution properties of the
above-noted different reconstruction algorithms, we com-
puted the modulation transfer function �MTF� of a phantom
with point-like structure using the different algorithms. The
phantom had a 512�512 array size and contained a point-
like source at pixel �220, 220�. The sinogram was simulated
with 1204 views over a 2� rotation and each view had 1204
bins of equal-angular sampling. The focal length was 220
pixel units and the maximum fan angle was 0.68�. The
phantom images were reconstructed by the three different
algorithms �i.e., rebinning pFBP, fFBP with area weighting,
and linear interpolation� from the fan-beam sonogram. Fou-
rier transforms were then computed from the reconstructed
images. The MTF was calculated as the average of the
modulus of the Fourier transforms over polar angles. The
results of these three algorithms are shown in Fig. 6. A
higher MTF curve implies a higher resolution. The spatial
resolution of the area weighting and linear interpolation
fFBP algorithms are almost the same and higher than the
spatial resolution of the rebinning pFBP algorithm. This re-
sult on spatial resolution for the rebinning pFBP algorithm
concurs with the observation in Ref. 6.

FIG. 5. Horizontal profiles through the
center of the variance images. �a� The
theoretically predicted variance im-
ages. �b� The empirically determined
variance images from 800 noisy
realizations.
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V. CONCLUSION

The distance-dependent factor 1 /L2 in fFBP algorithm
causes a significant nonuniform noise variance in fFBP re-
construction of stationary noisy data with ramp filter and
linear interpolation. The “cause” implies that the same CT
data noise property in parallel geometry and different focal
length fan-beam geometries could generate different noise
distributions in the corresponding FBP and fFBP recon-
structed images, resulting in variable regional quantitative
measures across the FOV. The presented spatially variant
area weighting term in reconstruction formula plays the role
in canceling out the nonuniformity effect due to the distance-
dependent factor 1 /L2 in the fFBP reconstruction. Both the
theoretical prediction and empirical results concurred and
demonstrated the effectiveness of the presented alternative
solution.
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APPENDIX

This Appendix describes our method for calculating the
intersecting area of a unit square with a fan-beam datum
sampling, as illustrated in Fig. 7�a�. Line FR intersects
square ABCD at G and H, line FT intersects the square at M
and N, and line FO intersects the square at P and Q, where F
is the focal point and O is the center of the square ABCD.
The intersection area of pentagon GMNCH is equal to the
sum of the area of quadrangle GPQH and the area of penta-
gon PMNCQ. The calculation for the pentagon area
PMNCQ is similar to that of the quadrangle area GPQH.
Details of calculating the pentagon area PMNCQ are given

FIG. 6. MTFs of the area weighting fFBP algorithm, linear interpolation
fFBP algorithm, and the rebinning pFBP algorithm. The MTFs of the area
weighting and linear interpolation fFBP algorithms almost overlap with each
other.
in the following.
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To calculate the area of pentagon PMNCQ, line IJ is in-
troduced, which is parallel to line MN and passing through
the center O. The area of pentagon PMNCQ is equal to the
area of pentagon IMNCJ because the area of triangle IOP is
equal to the area of triangle JOQ. The calculation of penta-
gon area IMNCJ is described as follows. First, the distance
between the two parallel lines IJ and MNa=L sin���� is
determined, where L is defined in Eq. �3�, �� can be calcu-
lated from Eq. �4�, and a plays a critically important role in
the calculation. Lines F�T� and F�T� in Fig. 7�b� illustrate
the critical situation for a. If a is larger than b, where b is the
distance from point D to line IJ, the area of pentagon IMNCJ
is equal to 0.5 �i.e., the area of quadrangle IDCJ, since line
FT will not intersect with the square�. If a is smaller than c,
where c is the distance from point C to line IJ, the intersec-
tion area is equal to a / sin 	, where 	=�+�. If a is larger
than c but smaller than b, the area of pentagon IMNCJ is
equal to �1− �b−a�2 / �sin 	 cos 	�� /2. The distances b and c
are determined by

b/cos 	 + c/cos 	 = 1, �A1�

b − c = sin 	 . �A2�

Equation �A1� reflects that the sum of line lengths of ID and
CJ is equal to 1, and Eq. �A2� is based on that the line length
of DK is equal to b−c and also to CD�sin 	, see Fig. 7�b�.

Although the above-noted argument is tedious, the imple-
mentation is quite simple �the fFBP reconstruction time with
the area weighting was approximately twice of that with the
linear interpolation�. The procedure to calculate the intersec-
tion area of a strip �defined by the line FT and the line FO
passing through the center of a unit square from the same
focal point� with the unit square ABCD is summarized as,

�1� Calculate a=L sin����;

FIG. 7. Illustration of calculating the intersection area of a unit square pixel
in fan-beam geometry.
�2� Compute b= �cos 	+sin 	� /2 and c= �cos 	−sin 	� /2;
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�3� If a
b, area is 0.5; if b�a�c, area is equal to �1
− �b−a�2 / �sin 	 cos 	�� /2; if c
a, area is equal to
a / �sin 	�.
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luhb@fmmu.edu.cn
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